Vacuum Cleaner
Model 370

80.26.2541

RONDA® 370 is a small, mobile recycling system especially
developed for cooling water supply in connection with diamond
drilling, grinding and sawing. The effective cleaning system of the
machine purifies the concrete sludge and ensures a continuous
recycling of the cooling water. At the same time the machine can
be used as a wet cleaner for the collection of liquids and sludge.
In many countries the authorities require that no concrete sludge
is let out into the sewerage or the surroundings. RONDA® 370
collects the concrete sludge directly at the place of work. The
sludge is filtered out of the water, and the clear water will be
pumped back to the concrete tool, where it is reused as cooling
water.
RONDA® 370 is filled with water or connected to the water
supply. The level control ensures a constant liquid level and
ensures enough liquid for the cooling of the concrete tool. As the
machine recycles the water, refilling will only be necessary to a
limited extent. This means both saving of water and a smaller
environmental impact.
The machine is very compact and easy to manoeuvre, which
means that it can easily be brought along, also to the fifth floor.

TECHNICAL DATA
By-pass motor
Data of the installed motor:
- Vacuum, max. (per motor)
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Noise level (ISO 11201)
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 Integrated cooling water pump for tools for diamond
drilling, grinding and small sawing tasks
 Special filter bag for the filtering of the concrete sludge
 Float to protect against entry of liquid into the motor
 Strong trolley frame
 Low noise level
 Handy, compact and easy to manoeuvre

* Data of the vacuum cleaner with 4 m ø 38 mm hose
** Depending on the material
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STANDARD ACCESSORIES:
1 Plastic hose, Ø38 mm, 4 m ................. 84.54.3809
2 Clear plastic hose, 4 m........................ 84.54.0013
3 Synthetic bag, 5 bags/packet .............. 82.64.0061
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
Extra push handle ........................................... 83.85.0042
Particularly suitable on stairs and
during transport. Can also be used for
storage of the hose.

MACHINE VARIANT:

If RONDA® 370 is to be used for cleaning
tasks too, the machine will – besides the
standard accessories – be supplied with a
metal tube and a nozzle with rubber strips (V-370).
RONDA® 370 with standard accessories, tube
and nozzle V-370 ............................................ 80.26.2542
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